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Find the radius and interval ofconvergence ofthe series Effi
using series to find limr-o f ?

solve the differential equation H 4, = x3 ys (Bemoulli equation)

findthe value of I] I) rr' dyd.x Byreversedthe orderofthe integral?

solve the differential equation: ,-3y = e3r-L2x

Evaluate the line integral trryay - y2 d.x Using green's theorem where c is
the square cut from first quadrant by the lines X:l and 51
TT]\ equation of the plane having the points ,4.(2,3,5 ),8(7 ,2,1)n"d C
(1,1,1) ?

Find the directional derivative of the function f (x,y): Ln
3,4) In the direction ofthe vector e =i + i

*y2

Evaluate II**tal on the region
Y=0. v=x .

use Cauchy's integral formula to evaluate the integral , 6_,_-Y92 az
show that u(x,y): x2 -
Function V(x,y) such that

is harmonic function and the find a 
"orr"rp*dingf(z):ualu is analvtic .

use series to evaluate I:'+ d-
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Q1

Determine if a titanium ball of diameter 2 cm which is in contact with marble flat
surface can safely withstand normal load of 3000 N. Given,
Sv= 770 MPa (titanium), yr = 0.33 (titanium), Er = 105 GPa (titanium)
vz = O.3 (granite), Ez = 70 GPa (granite)

10
Marks

Q2

What is the allowable compressive load for a 25 mm x 50 mm bar that is OFm
long for a factor of safety ot 4? The yield point of the material is 275 MN/m2. C=1.
E.2oo GPd

10
Marks

Q3

A steel rod is subjected to a reversed axial load of 180 kN. Find the diameter of
the rod for a factor of safety of 2. Neglect column action. The material has an
ultimate tensile strength of '1070 MPa and yield strength of g10 Mpa. The
endurance limit in reversed bending may be assumed to be one-half of the
ultimate tensile strength. Other correction factors may be taken as follows:
For axial loading = 0.7; For machined surface = 0.8 ; For size = 0.8S; For stress
concentration = 1 .0.

10
Marks

Q4

When a coil spring with a spring scale of18 kN/m is compressed 30 mrn, the coils
are closed. The allowable shear stress is 345 MN/m2, the spring index C=8, the
ends are squared and grounded, and G=83 GN/mz. Calculate the required wire
diameter d, the required coil diameter D, and the closed length of the spring.

10
Marks

Q5

A 75 mm diameter full journal bearing supports a radial load of 3500 N. The
bearing is 75 mm long and the shaft operates at 400 rev/min. Assume a
permissible minimum film thickness of 0.02 m and a diameteral clearance of 0.106
mm. Determine (a) the viscosity of a suitable oil, (b) the coefficient of friction, (c)
the amount of oil Q pumped through the bearing.

10
Marks

Q6

A) For the problem shown in Fig. Q6 a, the permissible shear stress is t+O tvtpa
Find the load F that would cause such stress.
B) For the problem shown in Fig. Q6 b, the plate subjected to the load is made of
1020 steel of 6 mm thickness, and welded with E70xx electrode. Estimate the
maximum load F that can be applied.

10
Marks

Q7

Estimate a suitable face width ior a 20" 2Otooth ci@
module of 4 mm drives a 32{ooth cast-iron gear. The pinion speed is 1000
rev/min, and 10 kw of power is transmitted. The contact stress should not exceed
620 MPa. Find also the resulting bending stress

10
Marks

Good Luck
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Q1

Reduce the block diagram shown in Fig.(l) , and find the overall transfer
function for this system.

For the hydraulic amplifier shown in Fig.Q) , determine the block diagram for
the walking beam linkage and also the block diagrams relating e to y and y to
w.Combine these diagrams to determine the overall block diagram
representation for this system.

The differential equation of operation for a system is shown below, Determine
the response when all the initial conditions are zero, and the input
tunctionf(r) = {6
(D2 +3D +2)y(t) - f (t)

A system have the following characteristics , sketch the root locus plot and
determine:
l-The gain K for stability. 2- The gain K when the damping ratio is f = Q.5 .

G(s) - H(s) - 1

A system has an open loop transfer function giv@
plot and check the stability of this system .

G(S)= ' 
u

.r(s+1)(s+2)

.8.' Define the passive and the active transducers.

20o/o

Q2 20%

Q3 20%

Q4

^4

20o/o

20%

uo 20%
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Q1
Maximum Load :90.5x l03N

Gauge Length ofFracture = 85.5mm

7. Percentage ofreduction in area and g. Modulus oftoughness.

A- List the mechanical properties. Define each property and write the mathematical
expression for it. Also show, what are the factois aiTeciing mechanicar p."p".ti", 

"r*,"metals?

B- Tool steel specimen of25mm diameter and 65mm guage length was tested in a standardtest. Following observations were made durine the tej_

Yield Load = 80xlOjN
Fracture Load = 60.5x10N

Determine: l. Yierd point stress, 2. 
-ultimate 

tensile strength 3. percentage of Erongation,
4. Modulus of Elasticity, 5. Modulus of resilien-ce, 6. Fracture itress,

20%

A- Describe four methods ofaltering the environment to prevent or reduce co*osion andtwo methods by which cathodic protection can be used to protect a steel pipe fromcorroding.

B- The wall ofa low carbon tank containing aerated water is conoding at a rate of I00mdd' How long will it take for the wall thiJness to decrease by 0.25mm? If you know
the density of Steel (7.87 {cml 1.

20%

A- classify Five only from the following Non-Fe.ous Metals? Give its chemical
composition and industrial applications.

l. Cu-Alloys, 3. pb-Alloys, 4. Tin-Alloys,
5. Zn-Alloys, 6. Ni-Alloys, 7. Mg_Alloys,

B- what are nanomaterials, fenoelectric and piezoelectric materials? Describe the use ofsuch materials in an industrials applications und dir.u., ferroetectric and piezoerectric
behavior with examples. And wheie are these mate.ials usedi

20Yo

A- What u." *on-O..U
method, some uses and its common applications.

B- Classify the following:-

I j-::l': "13 :dv-anced. 
ceramic.materials, 2. Composite and advanced compositematerials.3. Thermoplastics materials., 4. Thermosetting pt;;;;;;;;.'il;;i;

crystal polymers.Give their compositions, characteristils' anJ 
"ngineering 

applications



Q5

A- what is an aluminum alloy? How are aluminum alloys classifred? List four important
aluminumalloys and its industrial applications.

B- classifo the tool steel and stainless steel? Give the chemical composition& industrial
applications for each type.

20Yo

Q6

A- Define the creep, creep failure and creep rate. Then draw the typical creep curve. nlsq
show what are the major factors that affect the creep strength ofa metallic materials?

B- The following creep data were obtained for a titanium alloy at 60 Mpa and 700C.. plot
the creep strain versus time (hours) and determine the steady-state creep rate for these

test conditions.

Strian (mm/mm) Time (hour)
20 xl0a
40 x10-2 2
60 xl02 3

70x102 A

80x102 J

100x10? 6

20o/o
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Note: -Answer five questions only

Q1

A cylinder of weight w and radius r rolls without slipping on a
cylindrical surface of radius R, as shown in tig(f) Determine its
differential equation of motion for small oscillations about the lowest
point for no slipping we have r0 = Rv.

Q2

A machine of 100k9 mass is supported on springs of total stiffness
700kN/m and has an unbalanced rotating element, which results in a
disturbing force of 350 N at a speed of 3000rpm. Assuming a damping
factor of (=[.20, determine ( a ) its amplitude of motion due to the
unbalance , (b ) the transmissibility , and ( c ) the transmitted force.

Q3
Using Lagrange's method , set up the equations of motion for the
system shown in fig(2).

Q4

Determine the kinetic enerry of the system shown in the fig(3) in tenns
of x' , Determine the stiffness at mo and write the expression for the
natural frequency.

Q5

An airfoil section to be tested in a wind tunnel is supported by a linear
spring k and a torsion spring K as shown in tig(a) . If the center of
gravity of the section is a distance e ahead of the point of support,
determine the differential equations of motion of the system.

20

Q6

Write down the equation of motion and hence develop the frequency
equation for the following system as shown in tig(S). Assume small
displacement.



F'C(r)

Fie(2)

Fte(3)

Fie(a)

Fie(s)
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20 (t -6)
25 (6-2) B
30 (6-3) C
t6 (4-9\ D
50 (8- l0) E
22 (3-8) F
/7 @T) G
l5 (s-6) H
7 (7-6) I
9 (3-4) J
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40 (e-11) L
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A. proves that for compressible fluid, an increase in velociry is alrvaysissoffid
vi'ith a decrease in pressure and vice versa.

B. show that propagation of pressure wave in compressible fluid is directly
proportion with gas temperafure and inversely with gas molecula-r

A needle nose projectile traveling at a speed of M :3 passes 200m above an
far beyond the observerobserver. Find the projectiles velocity and determine how

the projectile will first be heard.

A uniform supersonic flow of a perfect gas with y: | .4, Mach number 3.0 and an
upstream static pressure of 100kpa flows over a geometry as shown in figure (l).
Determine the downstream static pressure for both profiles
consider the subsonic-supersonic now through a con@
reservoir pressure and temperature are l0 atm arrd 300 k, respectiu.[r. Th"." are two
locations in the nozzle where,4/4':6 one in the convergent section and the other in
the divergent section. At each location, calculate M,p,T and V.
Consider the flow ofair through a
m . The inlet flow conditions are M1 = Q3, p,: 1 atm and Tr= 273 K. AssuiingT=
const = 0.005, calculate the flow conditions at the exit, M2,p2,T2,andpo2

e2, To2, and Po2 at the exit ofthe duct.

Air enters a constant duct at M, : 3, p,{
heat added per unit mass is q = 3 * I 05 Jftg .

atm, and Tr:300 K. Inside the duct, the
Calculate the flow properties Mz, pz, Tz,

Head of Dep.:

Notel-Answer five questions only

Name:

Lecturer:
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at

p1= 100 kPr

Mr=J

or = {lo

ot=00

p1 = 100 kPa

Mr= 3
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Consider steady two-dimensionar heat transfer in a rong sorid bar whose cross sectionis g-iven in the fig (r), The measured temperatures 
"i r"t""t"o points of the outersurfaces are as shown. The thermar 

"o"ar"ti"ity orii" uray is r--20wm.oc, andthere is tro heat generation. using the finite aiffeience i-"'roa ,oitt, a mesh size ofax= a/ = l'0 cm' determine the temperatures at the indi;;l points in the medium.

Derive an expression for steady state temperature distribution in a rong cyrinder have
:"'lrfi:",j:l:.::: ::ig^,:lil{ (4 and. outer raaius 1r"j ir heat is generatedunirormlv at a rate or('q wm) pe. uoi.'Ju,n" Jiiiffi "fi1il:'iJ,'jtl". rn"outer surface temperature is constant at (T^).

A furnace is of cylindrical shape as shown in fig.(2), with R= H:2m. The base, top,and side surfaces of the furnace are at brici< 
-and 

are maintained at uniformtemperatures of 227, 427, and 927 "c, r".p""ii""rv. ietermine the net rate ofradiation heat transfer to or lrom the top surface during steady operation.

condensing steam at 150 0C is used on the inside of a bank of tubes to heat a cross-flow stream of COz which enter_s at 3 atm, and 3S lC, anO 5 m/s. The tube bankconsists of 100 tubes of I.25 cm OD in. a,ffilroxrfl'in line array with .r, = S, =l'875 cm' The tubes are 60 cm rong. Assuming,* 
"";iu" tube wa' temperature is

;T.",::",'I 
tt"0^-"?^*r:lr1*-*;*:".,1 ffii;i"""f"; to rhe COz and its exittemperature. For coz at e2soCz 

^p=4.lol D#,'4=i;; ;i;s:";: F:?;r;rff::kg/m.s, l=0.0218 Wm.oC, While at 33oC: rs.zis uor_,!
A: Hot exhaust S

Ifl;:ti:j::" f;l;!|: "Yy::r .':"* r:.." i"'''1"9. rhe gases rc o=t.oekJ/kg'ocr enter ai200oc and re-aves at qJc. ir,";;;;"r:,".-""iiil'""t"#"i;ll
is 180 W/m2.oC. Calculate

.B: Exntain hrie{lw /-irr, ,',-..-^11".:T: 
of the}eat exchanger'

A fur.d-q u".tr t

l""j"r"t:".,*l:",*1*ll l s2 wrr-.c-Cne .ir".. i. i"i,r"uy at a uniformtemperature of 25 oc and is suaaenty-subje;r;;;;;";;'""r'tT,ili"ill'ffi, 
"r 

roo

"?*::,",:"::::'11.1"r.'- 
jT-":t-"::""r;'"",-'jF*i#;..carcuratethe

at the.center ano at a radi_us or6.4 mrn aiier a iiiliii irou,"r.
Good Luck
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Note:-Answer only five questions

Q1 Complete the sentences ?(20M)
1. Turbomachines are ............(2M)
2. Cavitation is the boiling of ............(3M)
3. Centrifugal pump are a hydraulic ............ (3M)
4. Dimensional Analysis is a ............ (3M)
5. There are three types of similarities 1.............2............3............. (l.5M)
6. The two isentropic efficiencies commonly used in axial flow turbine work are............(2M)
7. Steam turbine are usually ..........or a........stages whereas gas turbine tend to be always of

...... ............. (1.sM)
8. The types of compounding or staging in steam turbine are 1.........2............3........... (1.5M)
9. Symmetrical aerofoil is ............. (2.5M)

Q2 What are the losses in blade cascade of comoressor and turbine ? (8M)
B What are the function of the diffuser that are installed at the end of the last stase of an axial

flow compressor? (2M)
C How can be classifv the hvdraulic hrbine ? (10M)

n1 Compare between centrifugal compressor and axial flow compressor ?(20M)

Q4 Find the number ofpumps required to take water from a deep well under a total head of
208 m ,the pumps are identical and run at 1000 rpm. The specific speed ofeach pump is given
as 20 while the mted capacity of each pumps is 150 L/s? (8M)

B An aerofoil having a chord lenglh of 2.25 m and span of 13.5 m moves at a velocity of 125

m/s through standard atmosphere at an elevation of2500m. Calculate the lift and drag forces
.and gower required to drive the aerofoil. Take C1=6.465 and Ce:o.922, density of air :1.25
kg/m'? (l2M)

Qs The three jet pelton wheel is required to generate lx10i W under a net head of400 m. The
blade angle at outlet is 15o and the reduction in relative velocity while passing over the blade
is 5%. If the overall efficiency of the wheel is 80%. Q"=9.93 and speed ratio =0.46. find(l)
total flow (2)the diameter ofthejet (3) the force exerted by a singlejet on the buckets in the
tangential direction?(20M)

Q6 A multistage axial flow compressor absorbs 4500W when delivering 20kls of air from
stagnation condition of I bar and 288 K. Ifpolytropic efficiency ofcompression is 0.9 and if
the stage stagnation pressure ratio is constart. Calculate (l)pressure at compressor outlet(2)the
number of stage. take the temperature rise in the first stage as 20oC? (l0M)

B Complete the sentences ?(10M)
1. The blade camber angle in compressor cascade is ............(2M)
2. Axial flow compressor is ............(2M)
3. Priming of centrifugal pump is ............(3M)
4. The breaking jet in pelton turbine is ............(3M)

//.tt nor^?* /ari..'/ "/44,,"7
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Time:3 hour

Q'

Using Exact Equation, Solve:

2xydx + (x2 + Cosy) dy = Q

20o/o

a2

Find the general solution of:
Y(6y'-r-l)dx+2xdy=g

Using the standrrd form of the Bernoulli equetion
2|o/o

Q3

:. Solve

{-ev=xer+cos2x
200h

Q4

Find the fourier series representation of

F(x) = x72 0<x<2n
F(x)=F(x+22)

2oo/o

Q5

A solid es shown in fig. is mainteined et zero temp. in the vertical direction. The
botton is heated. Discuss the steady state temp. distribution in the solid.
The equdion to be solved is twodimensional Laplace equation.

#*#=o
U = u(x,y).

2lolo

Q6

Solve by laplace Transform
Y +4Y= Cos2t' gen lo= -2

rt=t
20o/o

Note:-Answer Five question only

(
\'-.. Good Luck....\.,\

Ilead of Dep.: ,............... ".arur""r.d
Namer .-Z..1., .n!....5,....tG,n,^o," rl i xz-"rDr.,..MHzher
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Time:3 hour

Note:-Answer five questions only

Q1

by using Newton Raphson method, find the positive roots for equation:-
\--.x

J \x ) - sin\x )--
L

Note: - put your scientific calculator on Rad system.

20o/o

Q2

Use Simpson's and Trapezoidal rules to find the integrals below, jor n = 4
8

=J
dx

20o/o

Q3

by using Lagrange

Guess the equation of velocity to the moving rocket according to the table shown
below, by using Leasf-Sguares fitiing tor quadratic " parabola" degree, then
find the velocity at time (t) = 17 second (s)

T(') O . s ln lt /t/r.., rrj lJ 2'2 30
ii

V(m/t a:

Notei complete yoar solulion by using Gauss Elimination

20Yo

Q4 20%





Q5

use Taylor serrres method with (h=0.1) to find (y= 0.1) to the equation
y'+3xy'-6y =0
lf you given the basic conditions: -

y(0) = l,y'(O) = 0'1, and use the terms at (x5).

20Vo

Q6

solve the folfowing differential equation by using Rung*Kutta method

dx
T = x + y , and the basic condiotions are y(0):1, x:0, h:0.1
av

20o/o

Good Luck

Name: Omar Ahmed Raheem
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A. Derive un 
"*Or.t

|e.1: .:l Tiy"- and. maximum cycle temperature and pressure ratio anddraw the cvcle on (T-s) and 1p-u; aiugru.nrl oi*"r, ^irri^ 

"?r""i';;";;parameter on the work ratio.
B' Prove that the isentropic work of a 

. 
pump in steam power plant is

ume and p."rru." .ir"l 
-

A l m'rigid tank nur ut.

l1:::r,.{11d.r, Th3..nist9n of area o.r -r."f"r". zso tpu below it to float. Ther. _t llc
l"]:"::^:r::{^andlhe nisron moves slowly 2 m up and the valve is ctoseJ. buring

pressure i"ifr. tu*f
Find the missing properties (T, p, v, u, f.,,,
the substance

HuO u: 1000 kJ/ kg, p : 5000 kpa
fH, T=65"C, p=600kpa
R-134a T=40oC, h:+0OkflkeN2 T=100K, x=0.75
R-22 T= -25"C, p = 100 kp

a)

b)
c)
d)
e)

A rigid tank is divided into r*
:*IiT"r:ry: ltl l::: a.1s lzoo kpu,'u I o.irnlre,'va': i rn:, ",j'.*. ucontains 3.5 kg at 0.5 Mpa, 400.c. The _"_ur*";;;L;;r;o'*"1lll'1"".
takes place so th€ water comes to a uniform state at 100.c. Find the heat transferdurine the Drocess.

-Consider 
m. rlrr".-i""Yiij:T'?::1:T,:il_f4:,at 

39"c. wr,"n tr,. valve is 
".u"r"a op"r, R_134aflows.slowly into cyiinder B. l!" pirto" -ur, ;;;#;;';."^r."*"";%'6;;i;

:I1t:o::9,1",-f]r:ln: piston. The process .na, Jr,.n the pressure in tank A hasfailen to 200 kpa. Durine this process #tr;;;;;; il,ffiil;,"*fftr
heat transfer for the orocess-Consider an ideal tr.urn

l:t^"P*.it9^"lTOthen expands to O.t rvpa. ii'tr rt.n reheated to 400oC and\, allq

:ii,:,:xsc*j ?'. "*, *:y-'.:n:::l: ruti ;.. c arcur ate,r,. 
- 

"y"r. ir,..fn"iand the moisture contentbf the steam leaving th. l_r_

-t"--Head of Dep.:
Lectu re r:. .l:llll]-.i*-L
Nu."'. :ift nd.. Ab.eJ. Ni

Name:

h,Jo,..
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Note:-Answer five questions only

Q1

The coupling shown in the figu
and is designed to transmit a tensile force of 50 kN. Ifthe bolt is of limm diameter. I
calculate the shear stress in the bolt , the direct stress in the bolr and th" Ji.""i .i.".r'i" ,r," | 20v.

forked end ofthe coupling. I

, a load P is supported by two steel springs arranged in series .The upper spring has 20
turns of 20-mm - diameter wire on a mean diameter of 150 mm .The lower spring consists
of 15 turns of l0-mm diameter wire on a mean diameter of 130 mm. Determine the
maximum shearing stress in each spring if the total deflection is 80 mm and G=83 GN/nl

Q2

Q3

A thin cylinder 75 mm internal diameter 250 m
subjected to an intemal pressure of MN/m2 .DeterminJthe change in intemal diameter
and change in length . If in addition to the intemar pressure,the rylinder is subjected
to a torque of 200 Nm , find the magnitude and nature ofthe principal stresses set up
in the cylinder . E:200 GN/m2 . / =0.:. as shown in figure2

transmit 60 kw at 200 rev/min . The maximum shear stress in the shaft is rimited
to 70 MN/m2 and the angle of to 3.g0in a length of 4m .For the shaft material
G=80 CN/m2.

20o/o

Q4 20o/o

r\E

.r._ o ue<uu nrr\, rs ym long ano. supported at ts and C 6m apart as shown in Figure (3).
The beam canies a triangular distribution of load over the portion BC together"with an
applied counterclockwise couple of moment g0 KNM at B 4nd a u. d. l . of r0 KN/m
over AB, as shown . Draw the S.F. and B.M. diagrams io*f," U"urn .

20%

.\A

-r ru-rurrr prilrc ls lappeo over ano secured , by transverse fillet welds on the inside and
outside to from a penstock 1.5 m in diameter .betermine the safe internal pressure
,assuming allowable stresses of ai = l60 MN/m2for the plate and f= 120 lviN/m2 through
the throats of the welds . Use the maximum size of welds Dermitted .

20%
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Lecturer:

Name: saad theeyab .

\aHead ofD?Fl:

Name: zaid salim

Good Luck
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Note:-Answer Five questions only, 20 mark for each question
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Fig.2Fig.l

Fig.3
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100 m
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Head of Mechanical Dep - :

Dr. zaid.s.ft 6q,n C a Ci i

What minimum horizontal velocity z can a boy throw a rock at z4 as shown in Fig
( l.A) and have itjust clear the obstruction at g ?

The particle P moves along the space curve and has a velocity v = 4i_ 2j _k m/s asth:y1 jn .Fig. 
(l.B)- The particle has an acceleration whose rnugnitud" i, g

fi1,/s'.calculat the radius of curvature p of the path and the rate of accelirationwhich
the magnitude of velocity is increasing.

l0Yo

Block 2*g passes over lhe to
as shown in Fig (2).calculate the magnitude Nr ofthe normal force 

"*".t"d' 
by the pnth on

the block. Determine the maximum speed u which the block can have at I withoui losin!
contact with the Dath.

A pendulum consists of /ryo 3.2 *g
a, light. but rigid bar- The pendurum is swinging through the vertical position-wiih a
clockwise angular velocity to= 6 rad/s when a s0 g bullet travering with verocity r = 300
m/s in the direction shown strikes the lower 

'nuss 
and becomes embedded in it.'calculate

the angular velocity ar'which the pendulum has immediately after impact and find the
maximum angular deflection d ofthe pendulum.

A. End ,4 of the link has the velocity, as shown in Fig (a.A) at the instant depicted. EndB is confined to move in the slot. Calculate tie veiocity of _B and ir; 
";g;i;;velocity of AB.

B' A container for waste materials is dumed by the hydraulically-activated linkage. If
the pisto-n rod starts from rest in the position indiiated and has an acceleratiin of
0'5 t"E in the direction as shown in Fig (a.B). catuute the initiar angular
acceleration of the container.

l0',h

T\9 2kg plunger is releas
stiffiress * = 500 N/m has been compressed io one-harf its uncompressed rengrh of 200mm Calculate the maximum height l above the starting position ..u"hrd by th. ilrng"..
Ead,4 ofthe uniform S*g

:l::i:T fTd horizontat shaft as shown in Fig (6). rf the bar has a clockwise angular
velocity rrr = 2 rad/s as it swings past the vertica'i. bete.-ine the components of the ilrce
on the bar at,4 for this instant.

iated Lecturer

Good Luck

Ammar Mohammed
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Ql : Draw frontview O"rrffi (<,: lo)
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Notc:-Answer all the questions

Q4: Draw a matrix to show what part of speech is each underrined word:The most common example of a machine 
"t.r."i is a gear . The rotation of a gear on ashaft driYes other gears *ttt"tt 

Tuy 
pla@-aster ql slowlr, a"p"'6.rlin ti" diameterand number of teeth on the basic g.*. a gear, fundamentally combination of a wheel

Aud a lever.

Q5: A-Match the definitions on the right with the words on the reft.l'Geocentric A. a three - foote-rr stand that can be used to support a camera
,2.TTiryd B. go across a limit or boundaryJ.mrnute C. train on one track
4.monor
5.finale

D. having the earth as the center
E. small and unimportant details
F. conclusion of a program

B- Change the following words into nouns. (choose five only)
Transmit, electrifu , decide, measure, maintain, able

Q6: Change the following words into numerals : (choose Five onty)

l.The cube root of nine.
2.Nough point seven three
3.Forty degrees centigrade
4. subtract a fourth fiom one .

5. six point seven percent.
6. eight times two is sixteen

Head ofDept
Dr. Zaid S. Hamoody

- Az:-'
Lecturer

M.A Areej S. Dawood

@trh &an @shar
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Note:-Answer all the questions

Ql: Your rame is Waleed Taha , compose a message about yourself and send it to
techenslish @yahoo.com , your message should include the following:

l. Date of birth.
2.Date ofgraduation from secondary school.
3. Department, College and University.
4. Your opinion about the field ofstudy.
5. The topics you studied during the first academic year.

Q2: Correct the form ofthe words in parentheses: (choose Five only)
1. The properties of a material determine (their) use .

2.Lathe is the (important ) machine tool.
3.If you learn how to use a lathe , you (be) able to shape a metal.
4. It is no use (lubricate ) this machine.
5. They (make) a cutting tool of lead at this moment..
6. The student (submit ) the report yet.

Q3: Do as required : ( choose fu only)
1. A pump makes a lubricant go into the system .( change into plural)
2.Each molecule remains in a stable position. (insert : in solid , always )
3.Diesel engines, petrol engines, efficient. (use: as... as)
4.Lubrication affects machines . (change into interrogative)
S.This factory produces products obtained from oil. (noun acting as adj.)
6.Ignition offuel exerts a gre t pressure . It drives the piston down .

(use :such... that)

-
Head of DepL
Dr. Zaid S. Hamoody

Lecturer
M.A Areej S. Dawood
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CollegeofEngineering Secondattempt/2011-2012 Class: First class
D*e 31 9 /2012Mechanical Ingineering Dep.

Note :Answer only five question, all question 20 marks

Ql/The combined action of the three forces
on the base at O may be obtained by
establishing their resultant through O.
Determine the magritudes of R and the
accompanying couple M ?

FI
5k)i

Q2ffhe uniform 5 m bar with a mass of 100 kg
is hinged at O and prevented from rotating in
the vertical plane beyond the 30oposition by
the fixed roller at A. Calculate the magnigde
of the load supported by the pin at O?

Q3/Calculate the x-and -y components ofthe
force C which member BC exerts on member
ACD. The cables are wrapped securely
around the two pulleys, which are fastened
tosether?

Q4/ The light bar is used to support the 50 kg
block in its vertical guides , if the coefficient
ofstatic friction is 0.3 at the upper end of the
bar and 0.4 at the lower end of the bar,find the
friction force acting at each end for x:75 mm,
also fin_d the maximum value of,x for which
the bar not slip, take friction angle O:tan'lp" ?

Q5/Determine the moment of inertia of the
shaded area about x-axis?

Q6/The ratio ofthe lift force L to the drag
force D for the simple airfoil L/D =5 if the lift
force on a short section airfoil is 25N ,find the
magnirude of the resultant 1s1ge \-!Lnd the
angle which it makes with rhe horizoiiil?-

,4.2",/2./4'
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Note:-Answer five questions only

A: Write a program to calculate the value of xr,yr given by .
xr=xcosq*ysin?

lr=-xsine+ycos9
B.' write a program to find the summation of the main diagonal elements of
the matrix M(3,3
Write a program to print the following data to a frle '.esult.txt" .

metal
aluminum

Lead
steel

densitv
2707
t1373
7833
8954

Write a program to calculate the value of q4, p@
or equal to (1000).
Z = 23 + 43 + 63 +......

Write a program to compute the larger between three numbers ( X ,y, Z).
A: Write a subprogram and use it in a mffi
I/ given by :

4-
V -;rRJ

J
,8.' Write a program to calculate the values of (F) given by :

F =L.8C *32 , C = 50 ,60,70,......,100
.,{.' Write a program to find the mugnitu@
bv BQ,\. A(2,3)

B.'Answer the following :

l-Explain how we can create a new folder in the ( F:).
2-What is the procedures to form a notepad file.
3-Explain how we can copy a file nom (O:; to desktop.
4-Explain how we can create a short cut ofa program on the desktop.

20o/o

Good Luck

Lecturer: l4t
L.

Mohammed Ismael





Republic of Iraq
Ministry of Higher Education and

Scientiftc research
Universitlt of Diyalya

Ql-e) How Classification of Matter Condition?

Ql-0 What the Arrangement of lattice points in the unit cell?

Ql-g) What the types of Joining of Composites? (2.5 marks)

Q2-A) What the Applications of Nanotechnotogy?

College of Engineering
Department of Mechanical E ngiiee ring

S ubj ect: Metallurgical Engineering
Classes: First

Leeturer: Dr. Eag. Mustafa Ahmed Rije b / Assist nt professor.

.20lL20lt e-lJdl dr! -sjU,I JJait -ii. Tjlt ,:,t-N,,.yt l.f.i-j

Ql-a) What th€ Uses of Ceramics? (2.5 marks)

Q!-b) Hoe/ there arc possibilitics, Whcn metal are mixed to form aliovs. (2.5 marks)

Ql-c) What the two basic types of dislocations? (2.5 marks)

Ql-d) What the types of Defects? (2.5 marks)

(2.5 mark)

(5 marks)

(5 marks)

(5 marks)Q2-B) Holv the Nature of Materiats?

Q2-C) What is Nanotechnology?

Q2-D) How is a composite material?

(5 marks)

(5 mark)

Ql-A) Carcutatiolr the *c!"!!:re cfqn FCC and BCC unii ccu in icfnis oiirie i:irrrrric r.utri;is? (5 rxa,.ksi

Q3-B) calculation the Number of atoms for sc structure, Bcc structure, Fcc structure, and Hcp structur€unit cell? (5 marks)

:rt":lr?i:'"'.T,T::ffi'"AT:fl;rs as broad ramiries vou shown that by irrustration ngure and give exampre

Q3-D) Show and draw the matr
manufacturing pro"".r"rr ro *u.rl;' 

I tree' Processes tree and give examples of the famities and classes of

Q4-A) Describe the grain structure of a
stationary sand mold? And list th€ factors
ingot?

m€tallic ingot that was produced by slow_ cooling. The metal in amay be depe[d on its solidification process and grain structure of anv
(5 narks)

Answers All the Questions for First classes lor year 201 I_2012
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Q4-B) A material is needed for a tube to carry fuel from the tank to the carburetor of a motor mower. The
design requires that the tube can bend and that th€ fu€l be visibl€, List what you rvould think to be th€ design-
iimiting prop€rti€s? (5 marks)

Q4-C) List three applications that, in your judgment, needs optical quality glass? (5 narks)

Q,l-D) the Ag-Cu equilibrium phase diagram may showlr in ih€ following ligure. Show the follolving:

1-From any aype this phase diagram?

2-Sign and d€fine the lines & zones in this phas€ diagram?

3-What are the melting points of (Ag) & (Cu)?

4-Draw th€ cooling curve of407" Cu - 60yoAg Alloy?

5- Draw the cooling curve of7l.97o Cu -28.l7oAg Alloy? (5 marks)

2000

180€
F

t60{

1400 ?

1200 g

P 800

F 600

Examiner: Dr. Eng. Mustafa A.R. /Assistant professor.(Cood luck)
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25o/o
. -,1.LJl r .,,p 

rl&^ll 6 +_,,.11 .i-rt

. e .rlr.-i- - . -! drl ili-llj +iSlt ;. :rj , :j<
, )) '."

\-/
!,

. e+E t'.l*$6.5 c!l-r:s e,-n,_4S

. i.rill r-rl-r.,,i ,J6+ JSll

.Lii iJ,i' JSii. 1Jd*,yt 4, -dlt 1.c+."! isJt gl-,j)' .3A,rarr

Q1

25o/o
Q2

25%

25o/o

Q3

Q4

25o/o

Q5

Li! ili"i 4+_,,i Cp +,+i

Head of Dep.: Lecturer:.,..,....,....,,..

N".",......-U$9=\_- -€Name:
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Note:-Answer Five questions only

Q1

A: Sketch the conical section rt - y' -2x+4y = 4 and identi& its characteristic points.
4

f , / /-\
B: Evaluate the inregral ' J ln (Vx lck

I

20o/o

Q2

Q3

-_l
A: Calculate the surface area generated by revolving the curve y = A about x-axis from

Y
x:0 to x:2.

I rl I 4/ \
B: Evaluate: J 

cot'(x/'csc'(x)'dx

20Yo

Solve the iollowing system of linear equation using Gauss
elimination method.

A: Find the roots of : '^13 + i4 and represent the roots on Argand diagram.

, _l lsln 
..r

B: Find /'ror. Y - (cos-' xl"' " 
.

vector projection of u on to v.

B: Find /'for , y - ,t" l, t 

Qu).

A: Give the value of : Iittf l J- - -l-)r+r\ ln r x _ |.)

B: What is the inverse function oi: y - 1n(r *

_n
-..t
_a

_1

xr*2xr-x,
2x, +3x, - x,

- xt + x2 + 3x3

u ) , the angle between v and u and the

-\*1)

20o/o

Q4

Q5

20Yo

20o/o

Q6 20o/o

\-'

Head of Dep.:

Name: Zaid S. Hanmoudi

Good Luck

Name: Ali Z. Asker
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Note :- Answer about five questions , 20 mark for each question .

q1/ What are the D.C generator types ? Explain and draw these types .

Q2/ The following information is given for a 300 K.W , 6OOV long - shunt
compound generator : shunt field resistance = 75Q Armature resistance
including brush resistance = 0.03 o , commutating field winding resistance =
0.0110 , series field resistance = 0.0120 , diverter resistance = 0.0360 , when
the machine is delivering full load .

Calculate the voltage and power g"n"r"pdby the armature.

Q3/ A single phase transformf,rlfi r,"u" 400 primary and 1000 secondary
turns , the net cross sectional area of the core is G0 cm2 , if the primary
winding be connected to a 50Hz supply at 52OV,calculate :

1- The peak of flux density in the core .

2- The voltage induced in the secondary winding .

Q4/ what are the advantages and disadvantages for the induction motors ?

Q5/ A 250V shunt motpr, luns at 1000 r.p.m at no load and takes gA , the total
armature ano strundrE'sil$.n." are respectively 0.2e and 2500 . calculate the
speed when loaded and taking 50A, assume the flux to be constant .

Q5/ Each coil of a double - layer wound 20 - pole 1g0 slot, 3 - O, y
connected synchronous generator has 12 turns, the rotor driven at a speed of
300 r.p.m , the r.m.s value of generated voltage per phase 13oov , each phase
winding is connected in two - parallel path , determine :-

1- Frequency of induced e.m.f
2- The flux per pole, per phase

GOOD LUCK
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Note :- Answer all questions , 20 mark each question .

Ql/ A/ How do we classify the internal combustion engines ?

B/ Deline the following ?

1) Bottom dead center , 2) Cylinder Volume , 3) Displacement Volume
4) Compression Ratio , 5) Clearance Volume.

Q2l Four stroke , Ignition engine produced ( 48 ) bhp 
' 
in mechanical efficiency 80 %o 

'
consumption fuel ( 0.3 ) Kg per one horse brake power / hour .

The air - fuel ratio ( la:1 ) , the fuel heating value ( 42000 ) KJ / Kg, Calculate
1) Indicated horse power , 2) Friction horse power , 3) Brake thermal efficiency

, 4) Indicated thermal efficiency ' 5) Consumption Fuel and air per hour.

Q3/ Diesel engine produce ( 5 ) brake horse power 
' 

indicated thermal efficiency 30%o

and mechanical efficiency 757o Calculate :-
1) Fuel Consumption in Litters / hour and Kg / hour .

2) Indicated specificFuelConsumption (L s. F. c ) and
3) Brake specilic Fuel Consumption ( b . s . f . c ) if the heating value of the Fuel (

42000 ) KJ / Kg and density of the Fuel ( 0.87 ) Kg / Litter .

Q4/ In an ideal otto cycle the air at beginning of isentropic compression is at
( I Kg / cm2 ) and ( 15 "C ) . The ratio of Compression is ( 8 ) . if the heat added during

the constant volume process is ( 250 k cal / Kg ) , determine :-
1) The maximum temperature in the cycle .

2) The air standard efficiency .

3) The work done per Kg of air .

4) The heat rejected , Take Cv - 0.17 , Y : f .4 .

Q5/ A duel Combustion cycle has an adiabatic compression volume ratio of
( 15 : 1 ) the conditions at the commencement of compression are ( I Kg / cm' )'
( 250 oc ) and ( 0.1m3 ) . The maximum pressure of the cycle is ( 66 Kg / cm') and the
maximum temperature of the cycle is ( f500 oc ), if Cv = 0.17 and Y: 1.4 

' 
Calculate

the pressure in Kg / cm2 , Volume in m3 and temperature in oC at the corners of the
cycle and the thermal efficiency of the cycle .

GOOD LUCK
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!3ill!,1 1,";cp L.t|)t

;JijJl dit-jl oa l^j.(Production of Cast Iron) yjl q:.Jt 6riii +i$, r.jt 6. gJ-i -a tt;lu
. 
jt'. l.l t{+ 4+Jj +$,-/

.(Iron Ores) :.,r.J,I+,1- 3!l cirl:ll L+Lr 6ti-t3.J ttJji cji-6]t1 o* - B eJ

(obr10)

.j+,ll ,",1" l!J rJJl ,,,..-leitUt .rSl -i-6+ jt{+ ilrii-t i-,i.S. - r & 1++t CJ,ii - A l-g:2u
g.s(100)jo u,"!i! d Ll",j.,-ll o-.r.:lr ors-1 c{4):r j)l .9 cilt r*Jl

tre 6;ril,(Casting) cislJl ,rs i;U:Jt r-r. jsJl ; (Qa5 Cavities) i:jlJl crlFilt JS,j - B eJe
. ijrlLr. :+i:SJ oJJt^-,j r.cul cJ-j-if\ UIl^ ,, fJl

r l,
\ 

!-./

Ifi\

(st:Jr10)

(,n LJcis-.+Jl !-.jl4i:JL Cii.(Destructive Testing) \jj)flt u itl 9t--Aej:3cP/
. iJ,.-ilt trA O.l{ll- dJ,-Jl e+ d:- oit atr. Uii.yl

(OrUl Cl!4JL.(,]9,it,rjlt _2=ti'lt;6.:l-JJJ3,.iJt ':l--\i.,-1-y1 -;-r.i,.lr ,41 -Sgj

(c.b.1:10)

fi.r!r, ,lI 0
.l 

'l.rlt

(dis. rr 1 0)

Good Luck
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